Web3 Made Radically Simple for the Enterprise

**Blockchain as a Service**
- Instantly launch multi-cloud, multi-region blockchain networks on top protocols
- Support for public chains, sidechains, consortium chains, and private chains

**Web3 Gateway**
- A complete stack for enterprises to build and scale secure web3 applications
- Connect to protocols including Ethereum, Polygon, Avalanche, Fabric, and more

**Digital Asset Platform**
- Institutional-grade digital asset engine built to operate at scale
- Manage, track, and secure your assets across public and private chains

**Dedicated NFT Platform**
- Build fully-owned NFT solutions tailored to your business
- Mint, manage, and burn NFTs at scale without gas

**Instant Consortia**
- Deploy collaborative web3 business networks with a few clicks
- Automate management, governance, and onboarding from a single dashboard

**Custom Sidechains**
- Maximize throughput and scalability with a dedicated chain for your dApp
- Enjoy public connectivity, zero gas fees, and a white label block explorer

**Plug-and-Play Services**
- Build faster with 40+ pre-built services for everything from wallets to storage
- Easily integrate familiar 3rd party tools like IPFS, Chainlink, Metamask, and more

**Enterprise-Grade**
- Built from the ground up to meet enterprise requirements for reliability and scale
- ISO 27K and SOC 2 Type 2 certified with SLAs and 24x7 support options

Learn more and try our free starter plan at Kaleido.io
Realize the full business value of great ideas faster with our blockchain business cloud

**Banking & Financial Services**
Eliminate fraud, increase borderless collaboration, and access the granular data you need to serve customers better.

**Media & Entertainment**
Blockchain makes it possible to build a media landscape that is absent fraud, pirated files, and fake tickets, and puts power in the hands of creators to monetize IP fairly.

**Gaming & Metaverse**
Drive engagement, mint rewards, and open new revenue streams with dedicated economies around in-game assets and the tokenization of real world things.

**Healthcare & Life Sciences**
Keep vital records safe, make patient charts accessible across borders, and automated insurance claims and payments—all to improve patient outcomes.

**Supply Chains**
Build a supply chain where the provenance, location, and cost of each material is accessible to all parties in real-time and regulatory submissions are automated.

**ESG**
Increase consumer trust, eliminate greenwashing, and track impact, offsets, and investments on a granular level with blockchain technology.

**CBDC**
Build flexible, secure monetary systems that power the global economy, accelerate our transition to a digital economy, and reach unbanked populations.

**Decentralized Identity**
Build identity solutions with verifiable credentials and help people, things, or organizations take back control of their data.

Clients solving major industry challenges with Kaleido

**Synaptic Health Alliance**
“Kaleido is hands down the leader in enterprise Web3 deployments. By building on their platform, we were able to reduce our development time by years and rapidly move to production on the hardened, enterprise-grade infrastructure that we required.”
Kyle Culver, Co-founder, Synaptic Health Alliance

**Polygon**
“Kaleido provides the enterprise ‘easy button’ and has the deep expertise gained from running thousands of enterprise chains over the last four years.”
Antoni Martin, Co-founder, Polygon ID & Polygon Hermez

FREE CASE STUDIES
Learn how companies across industries are using Kaleido